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Welcome to our Halftime Report presentation. We are delighted to see all of 
you here today and look forward to sharing some important information with 
you. 

(Take a moment to welcome both guests and clients.)

Please Note: If you plan on using this presentation as a webinar, check with 
your compliance department to get updated guidance.
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Of course we need to take care of the formalities first. 

I want to draw your attention to these important disclosures. 

Please take a few moments to review them and let me know if you have any questions.

(Keep the image on the screen for enough time for guests to read entire disclosure, then 
advance the presentation to the following image.)
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Before we start, this is just a reminder to please silence your cell phones. 

(If conducting a webinar, tell attendees, “we’ll be moving quickly through a lot of material,” and 
encourage them to turn their cell phones over.)
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Today I’m going to share some information on the first half of the year. 

However, we aren’t going to focus just on what the markets and economy did, we are going to 
take a look at what will help us and hurt us in the months ahead and what we’ve learned from 
the first half.

If you have any questions during the presentation, please ask – you don’t need to wait until the 
end.

Chances are, someone else is wondering the same thing. So, if anything comes up, ask away!

I’m happy to answer any questions to the best of my ability.
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One of our goals today is to discuss some factors that have influenced 2021's 
market performance thus far and then review the underlying fundamentals.

It would be impossible to cover everything that's happened so far, but we 
believe that focusing on some key developments may help give a clearer 
picture of the markets.

Today, we will review where we've been, some key economic fundamentals, 
and what may lie ahead in the second half of the year. This broad view is 
designed to help you stay informed — and give you a better understanding of 
some of the perspectives that help guide our investing process.
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The U.S. economy powered forward faster than nearly anyone had expected in the 
first half of 2021. 

While our outlook was positive throughout the pandemic, those economic views were 
significantly more optimistic than consensus forecasts—but in retrospect, not nearly 
optimistic enough. 

What actually took place was that as the economy accelerates to what may be its 
best year of growth in decades, we see an economy still on the move before it slowly 
starts to settle back into historical norms. 

We believe the overall economic picture remains sound, likely supporting strong profit 
growth and potential stock market gains. 

But the pace of reopening also creates new hazards: 
-Supply chains are stressed
-Some labor shortages have emerged
-Inflation is heating up—at least temporarily
-Asset prices look expensive compared to historical figures
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Markets are always forward looking, and today we’d like to help you keep your eyes 
on the road ahead. 

We are going to focus on  next 6–12 months, when markets may be looking at which 
latecomers to the rally have the strength to extend their run, and whether there may 
be new beneficiaries of the global reopening. 

However, as smart investors we always look even further ahead and we believe that 
sound financial advice remains the key to success in the long-term.
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Let’s talk about the hard stuff - here are some of the things that the coronavirus had a negative 
effect on in the last 15 months.

1. We saw hundreds of thousands of corona-related deaths especially in those 
individuals with physical or behavioral health vulnerability who were at higher risk for 
developing COVID-19.

2. There is a sharp increase in the number of patients reporting depression to their 
doctors.

3. We saw massive job loss, particularly with low-wage, minority, and younger workers.
4. Medical professionals experience heightened burnout.
5. Markets plummet.
6. We saw the loss of thousands of small businesses.
7. Investors pull out of the markets in droves.
8. We saw shelter in place and social distancing orders result in a massive decrease in 

consumer spending.
9. Cases and deaths increase daily.

Let’s look at how these and other factors affected the fundamentals that drive the economy.

Source: Interactive data on the impact of COVID-19
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I recently read an article about a pilot who worked for Delta that puts the last 15 months in 
perspective very well.

First Officer Chris Dennis' left a short, hand-written letter on the flight deck of the last plane he 
flew before the pandemic hit, shutting down traffic globally.

That plane, an A321, parked in the California desert at the beginning of the pandemic.

Dennis parked the plane at the airport for what he thought would be a 14-day stay. Even then, 

14 days was a shocking amount of time to him.

Recognizing the impact of that moment, Dennis penned a letter to serve as a "time capsule" 

and tucked it away in the tray table for the crew that would take the aircraft out of storage 14 

days later.

The letter reads: "Hey pilots – It's March 23rd and we just arrived from MSP. Very chilling to 

see so much of our fleet here in the desert. If you are here to pick it up then the light must be at 

the end of the tunnel. Amazing how fast it changed. Have a safe flight bringing it out of
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storage!".

14 days passed, and it stayed parked.

Then 100 days.

Then 300 days.

435 days later, first officer Nick Perez arrived at the desert airport to retrieve the plane and 
bring it back into service.

No one could have predicted what we went through both globally and domestically and this 
letter, this story, serves as a time capsule and reality check for us all.

It’s very easy to say that the coronavirus pandemic is the single worst thing we have 
experienced in our lives, however, there is never one perspective to any single occurrence.

That being said, what resonated most with me from this story was just how fast we evolved 
and how short 15 months actually is. Think about that!

Source: Parked for 435 days: First Officer leaves letter in A321 in March 2020 to serve as 
pandemic time capsule

https://www.facebook.com/chris.dennis.10420/posts/10221688580434061
https://www.washingtonpost.com/travel/2021/06/14/delta-pilot-pandemic-note-plane/
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It’s easy to focus negatively on the coronavirus and the effects it has had on our lives. 
However, as we discussed in our State of the Markets report earlier this year, some positive 
things came out of this tragic event. Let’s take a look at those silver linings.

1. Almost immediately after the pandemic hit, the Fed took steps to take charge of the 
faltering economy with unprecedented stimulus. 

2. Companies rose to the challenge of staying open and running by making technological 
advances particularly in the areas of remote working advances.

3. With the creation of several viable vaccines we saw markets continue to approve.
4. The vaccine rollout has proven more swift and effective than we anticipated.
5. The environment improved with reduced carbon emissions and increased numbers in 

various animal populations.
6. Global conflict was reduced as countries across the globe dealt with the pandemic.

While we can’t wish the pandemic away, it is clear that some positives have come from what 
has been an extremely hard and unprecedented global disaster and those silver linings have 
buoyed the markets and economy as we have seen in the previous slides and will see going 
forward in this .presentation.
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Source: McKinsey COVID Dashboard
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Let’s look at how we did for the first half of the year.

The United States is now progressing through a durable recovery, moving quickly toward a full-
fledged expansion.

Globally, vaccine rollouts are underway, economic reopening is picking up steam and policy 
remains supportive.

And we are definitely seeing the results of those things in market performance.

All major indices returned double digits in the first half of the year on the back of support from 
the Federal Reserve and advances in the fight against Covid.

Source: Stock Market Posts Second-Best First Half In 23 Years—With S&P 500 Hitting 
New High
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To put today’s economy in perspective, let’s look back to February of last year. Things were going well, 
the economy and the markets were still in the longest bull market in history. 

Here, you see 20 speedometers representing 20 indicators. From corporate profits to energy costs, 10 of 
the 20 indicators were some shade of green, suggesting the economy had a solid foundation. Just two 
indicators were red — the political environment and geopolitical risk.

Source:
CNR.com, 2021 
https://www.cnr.com/content/dam/cnrcom/articles/economic-outlook/city-national-rochdale-historical-
speedometers.pdf
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One month later in March 2020, we saw a complete reversal of that calm state of economic 
and market affairs thanks to the shockwave caused by the coronavirus pandemic. Twelve of 
the 20 indicators reported negative or weakening numbers. 

And we all know what happened next, the markets crashed temporarily, the Fed stepped in 
with unprecedented fiscal stimulus, and we went to work on figuring out how to handle a global 
pandemic. 

Source:
CNR.com, 2021 
https://www.cnr.com/content/dam/cnrcom/articles/economic-outlook/city-national-rochdale-
historical-speedometers.pdf
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One year later, the speedometers indicated a much improved outlook and now we have 
surpassed the positive outlook we saw in February 2020.

Seventeen were green, three were yellow, and none were red. 

These improving conditions reflect a number of key developments, including an acceleration in 
vaccine distribution, falling new infection cases, additional fiscal stimulus, and improving 
economic numbers.

Source:
CNR.com, 2021 
https://www.cnr.com/content/dam/cnrcom/articles/economic-outlook/city-national-rochdale-
historical-speedometers.pdf
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Here is a snapshot of the S&P 500 Index performance from December 2020 to 
May 2021.

The S&P 500 Index tracks the market capitalization of 500 large domestic 
stocks. The index is commonly viewed as a benchmark for analyzing the 
performance of the U.S. economy. 

Let’s look at some key events that affected stock performance in the first half. 
As we review these milestones, keep in mind that the period was marked by 
an unprecedented combination of economic recovery from a historic economic 
contraction, fiscal stimulus, and continued monetary accommodation. This set 
of conditions won’t last forever, so investors should expect that the return and 
principal value of stock prices will fluctuate as market conditions change. 

The S&P 500 climbed rather steadily through the first six months of 2021, 
despite the headwinds of political uncertainty and a slow start to the 
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vaccination rollout.

As the inauguration of President Biden proceeded on schedule, investors were 
soon able to focus on the economic fundamentals and progress in managing 
COVID-19 infections and getting Americans vaccinated.

Markets were lifted by a series of positive developments, whether in the form 
of additional fiscal spending or the acceleration of vaccination. March saw 
some particularly noteworthy developments, with the passage of a $1.9 trillion 
stimulus spending bill and the milestone achievement of 100 million vaccines 
administered.

In April and early May, markets reacted to solid economic numbers, 
highlighted by the April jobs report and calculations that the U.S. economy 
grew at a 6.4% annualized rate in the first quarter. Markets also digested an 
inflation report, that showed a 4.2% increase in consumer prices on a year-
over-year basis.

Sources:

BBC.com, January 20, 2021
https://www.bbc.com/news/av/world-us-canada-55740014

CNBC.com, March 11, 2021
https://www.cnbc.com/2021/03/11/biden-1point9-trillion-covid-relief-package-
thursday-afternoon.html

AJMC.com, March 19, 2021
https://www.ajmc.com/view/a-timeline-of-covid-19-vaccine-developments-in-2021

WSJ.com, April 1, 2021
https://www.wsj.com/articles/global-stock-markets-dow-update-04-01-2021-
11617267352?mod=markets_major_pos11

WSJ.com, April 2, 2021
https://www.wsj.com/articles/march-jobs-report-unemployment-rate-2021-
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11617314225

WSJ.com, April 29, 2021 
https://www.wsj.com/articles/us-gdp-economic-growth-first-quarter-2021-
11619658605?mod=hp_lead_pos1

CNBC.com, May 12, 2021
https://www.cnbc.com/2021/05/12/consumer-price-index-april-2021.html

WSJ.com, May 13, 2021
https://www.wsj.com/articles/fully-vaccinated-people-can-stop-wearing-face-masks-
physical-distancing-in-most-settings-cdc-says-11620928800?mod=hp_lead_pos1
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With the examples of some of the positive outcomes of the pandemic fresh in our minds let’s 
take a look at where we are headed, both the positive, or tailwinds and negatives, or 
headwinds. 

I truly believe that the recovery is going strong for many reasons but one of the major reasons 
is the relief and positivity that results in the face of tragedy.

When you look death in the face and come out on the other side your perspective changes, we 
learn to sweat the small stuff less.

We have a larger desire to live our best lives.

The good news is that these feelings translate in economic activity that helps drive recovery 
and economic expansion.

Sure there will be negatives or headwinds too, but I’m an optimistic guy so I like to start with 
the positives!Now, let’s look at some economic and financial indicators to help 
understand how we got here. 
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Let’s start with a high level overview of the 4 pillars we often discuss in our presentations.

The Economy

The country has reopened and there is still plenty of momentum to extend above-

average growth into 2022. LPL researchers forecast 6.25 to 6.75 percent U.S. 

gross domestic product (GDP) growth in 2021, which would be the best year in 

decades.

Policy

The economy was supported through the pandemic by more than $5 trillion in 

stimulus measures and extraordinary support by the Federal Reserve. Policy will 

take a back seat in 2021 as private sector growth replaces stimulus checks.
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Stocks

Economic improvement should continue to support S&P 500 Index earnings, 

which had a stunning first quarter. While valuations remain somewhat elevated, 

we think they look reasonable after considering still low interest rates and 

earnings growth potential.

Bonds

Inflationary pressure and economic improvement may put additional upward 

pressure on the 10-year U.S. Treasury yield. LPL Research anticipates the 10-

year yield finishing 2021 in the range of 1.75 to 2 percent.
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One of the reasons for the downward trend in new COVID-19 cases was that Americans were 
being vaccinated in greater numbers. 

After a slow start, the involvement of national drug retailers helped accelerate the pace of 
vaccinations in March and April. As the chart illustrates, about 50% of the U.S. population had 
received at least one vaccination by June, setting the stage for a broad economic reopening in 
the second half of the year. In addition, nearly 90% of people 65 years of age and older have 
received at least one vaccination shot.

Source: 

Covid.CDC.gov, June 2021 
https://covid.cdc.gov/covid-data-tracker/#vaccinations
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Apart from vaccinations, unprecedented fiscal stimulus from both the previous and 
current administrations has proven to be a powerful accelerant for the economic 
recovery.

The $1.9 trillion American Rescue Plan, signed into law in March, is still working 
itself through the system and will continue to support the economy through the end 
of the year into 2022.

This chart shows the impact of the recession and this fiscal stimulus on the federal 
budget.

The projections shown for the deficit and the debt as a share of GDP are based on 
the Congressional Budget Office’s February projections, augmented by spending 
under the American Rescue Plan.

It should be noted that these projections are likely an underestimate of the pace of 
growth in federal debt, as they exclude the potential cost of the additional spending 
aimed at infrastructure, child care and education, among other initiatives.

They also assume the individual tax cuts contained in the 2017 Tax Act expire on 
schedule in the middle of the decade.

Finally, as we show in the table to the left, the CBO is assuming a continuation of
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very low long-term interest rates, even in the midst of an
economic recovery and huge deficit spending.

A more realistic view on the federal budget over the next year suggests that the 
federal government will hit a new record high debt-to-GDP ratio by the end of fiscal 
2021, even higher than in the aftermath of World War II.  It is important for investors 
to be aware that if the government fails to rein in deficits and debt monetization as 
the economy accelerates in a post-pandemic world, the risk of a boom-bust 
recession will grow.

However, if a bodybuilder relies on steroids to increase muscle mass, sure he will 
look bigger in the short-term, but those steroids will have adverse effects later on 
causing a sharp decline in health.

The same rings true for debt and for inflation.

In particular, a sharp rise in inflation could result in higher interest rates and higher 
taxes, and could ultimately set the stage for an economic relapse.

While we continue to monitor this along with many other possible stress-points, we 
don’t see the need for alarm.

Source: CBO, J.P. Morgan Asset Management; (Top and bottom right) BEA, Treasury Department. Estimates are based on the 
Congressional Budget Office (CBO) July 2021 Update to the Budget and Economic Outlook. Details on the breakdown of  spending,
excluding net interest, are J.P. Morgan Asset Management estimates. Other spending includes, but is not limited to, health insurance  
subsidies, income security and federal civilian and military retirement. Note: Years shown are fiscal years. Forecasts are not a reliable 
indicator of  future performance. Forecasts, projections and other forward-looking statements are based upon current beliefs and
expectations. They are for  illustrative purposes only and serve as an indication of what may occur. Given the inherent uncertainties 
and risks associated with forecasts,  projections or other forward statements, actual events, results or performance may differ 
materially from those reflected or contemplated.
Guide to the Markets – U.S. Data are as of June 30, 2021.
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The surge in GDP has been mirrored by an acceleration in the labor market as the economy 
reopens. After shedding an astonishing 22.2 million jobs between February and April 2020, the 
labor market has now recovered 14.7 million jobs or 66% of the total loss since April 2020. 

This recovery in the labor market is encouraging, but it is still far from complete.

Recent jobs reports have come short of expectations and the unemployment rate is still at an 
elevated 5.8%. However, reports from businesses suggest that the labor market may be tighter 
than these figures suggest. 

Demand for labor is exceptionally high as businesses grapple to keep up with a torrent of pent-
up consumer demand across all sectors of the
economy. 

This chart highlights this dynamic, showing the steep rise in both the number of small business 
owners reporting difficulty in filling job postings and in JOLTS nonfarm job
openings. 

This mismatch of record high job vacancies and elevated unemployment highlights the 
shortcoming in job creation is really an issue of labor supply. 

Prolonged enhanced unemployment benefits, lingering pandemic worries, childcare 
responsibilities, and early retirements have likely restrained labor supply. 
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However, many of these pandemic effects should recede over the course of the year and 
supplemental unemployment benefits are set to expire in half the states by early July and in 
the other half by early September, which should eliminate most of the current distortions in the 
labor market. 

This should allow the unemployment rate to fall below 5% by the end of 2021, and to between 
3.5% and 4% by the end of 2022.

In other words - long story short - The markets immediately price in a quick spike in 
unemployment and now, as we see people returning to work , we are below the 50-year 
average for unemployment. 
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Let’s take a moment to talk about wages and unemployment. This graph shows the 
unemployment rate and year-over-year wage growth for the past 50 years. Do you notice 
anything about how these two lines relate to one another? 

[pause to allow answers]

Most of the time, wages and unemployment have an inverse relationship: when one goes up, 
the other goes down.

Notice how wages rose while unemployment spiked during the pandemic period. One of the 
reasons for this break in the wage growth-unemployment relationship was that job losses were 
mostly in the low-wage areas of the economy that were shut down by the pandemic, such as 
hospitality industry workers.

Remarkably, just a year after unemployment jumping to nearly 15%, the unemployment rate 
has dipped to its 50-year average of about 6%. Hiring picked up in the first half of the year 
thanks to widening economic reopening and broader vaccine distribution. Many economists 
expect the recovery in the labor market to continue as more and more Americans look to travel 
and spend.
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Source:
J.P. Morgan Asset Management, May 31, 2021 
https://am.jpmorgan.com/us/en/asset-management/adv/insights/market-insights/guide-to-the-
markets/
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The University of Michigan Consumer Sentiment Index is one of the most widely used sources to help 
analysts understand how the average consumer feels about the economy. This index is extremely 
valuable, as it surveys at least 500 residents of the continental U.S. each month by phone.  

The survey uncovers consumers’ opinions regarding their own finances as well as business conditions in 
the country. Understanding how people feel about the economy is essential because consumer spending 
accounts for more than two-thirds of the Gross Domestic Product (GDP).

As the chart indicates, after a pandemic-induced drop in consumer confidence, the American consumer 
is beginning to feel more confident in 2021. In March, for instance, consumer confidence reached its 
highest level in a year and appears to be trending higher.

Sources:

University of Michigan, Survey of Consumers, March 2021 
https://data.sca.isr.umich.edu/get-
chart.php?y=2021&m=3&n=1r&d=ylch&f=pdf&k=99de78f335d0c964d893216f5451b65239678d8881468
1f01dd3e7a4756e31bf

University of Michigan, Survey of Consumers, March 2021 
https://data.sca.isr.umich.edu/fetchdoc.php?docid=67279
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Housing is an important contributor to economic growth. New housing starts can increase demand for 
everything from labor and construction supplies to appliances. At the same time, existing home sales can 
fuel an increase in home improvement projects.

After a pandemic-related slowdown, the housing market started trending higher in May 2020. We’ve all 
read the stories of the pandemic driving interest in homes outside of crowded metropolitan areas or the 
shift to at-home work, creating the need to find a new home with additional room.

While it’s difficult to say what’s next for housing, the outlook for mortgage rates and consumer sentiment 
may play a role. 

Source: 

Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis, May 2021
https://fred.stlouisfed.org/series/EXHOSLUSM495S
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It may surprise some of you to learn that Americans’ balance sheets improved in the wake of 
one of the nation’s most rapid and deepest recessions, which, of course, was ignited by the 
economic lockdown caused by the coronavirus.

As the chart shows, Americans’ net worth rose throughout 2020 while liabilities stayed flat. In 
part, a stronger balance sheet was the result of a sharp recovery in stock prices and other 
assets and the massive fiscal stimulus that sent trillions of dollars to American individuals and 
businesses.

Source: 

Federal Reserve Board, May 2021
https://www.federalreserve.gov/releases/z1/dataviz/z1/balance_sheet/chart/
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As the vaccine rollout continues to return life to normal we are seeing an uptick in 
specific sectors, none more profound than travel.

Here you see the number of passengers passing through TSA checkpoints at airports 
across the country from January through December for 2019, and 2021 and through 
June for 2021.

On December 31, 2020, the Transportation Security Administration (TSA) 
screened 874,406 passengers at U.S. airports, compared with just under 2.4 
million passengers screened in the same weekday one year earlier. 

In fact, we roared back from a travel crash to the same levels of travel that we had in 
September of 2019. 

I think this is a great indicator of the efficacy of the vaccine and further proof of how 
fast we are able to respond and recover from a global crisis. 
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Perhaps, my favorite indicator of the level of recovery and innovation is the shift in 
hours at retail stores.

Remember the innovations and learned efficiencies we talked about earlier and in the 
State of the Markets presentation in January?

These efficiencies and innovations meant that companies earned money with less 
overhead, fewer employees, and less hours.

For example, many Walmart stores are now only open to 11:00 pm because they 
discovered that they don’t need to be open 24 hours to make a profit. And they 
discovered this through the changes they made in response to the pandemic.
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With the examples of some of the positive outcomes of the pandemic fresh in our minds let’s take a look 
at where we are headed, both the positive, or tailwinds and negatives, or headwinds. 

I truly believe that the recovery is going strong for many reasons but one of the major reasons is the 
relief and positivity that results in the face of tragedy.

When you look death in the face and come out on the other side your perspective changes, we learn to 
sweat the small stuff less.

We have a larger desire to live our best lives.

The good news is that these feelings translate in economic activity that helps drive recovery and 
economic expansion.

Sure there will be negatives or headwinds too, but I’m an optimistic guy so I like to start with the 
positives!
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As we all know markets can be both fickle and unpredictable and while the economy is easier 
to understand because the fundamentals provide clarity of  cause and effect.

In the next few slides we’ll talk about things that could disrupt the progress of the recovery and 
the markets. 

A big concern is inflation. The Fed has remained steadfast in its position that inflation is likely 
but will be transitory. 

As a consequence, it sees no need to change its current accommodative monetary policy 
regime of near-zero rates and its bond purchase program. 

But what if inflation is not transitory? What if inflation regularly exceeds the Fed’s goal of 2% 
inflation? 

Another potential risk is bond yields. 

Many investors expect bond yields to increase, for a good reason — strong economic growth 
will drive demand for credit. 
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But if that increase is higher and quicker than anticipated, it could unnerve investors.

A deceleration in the growth of corporate profits also looms as a potential risk to stocks. 

Finally, there is always the so-called “black swan”: something no one expected, like a 
pandemic.

Of course, no one can predict what will happen in the future, but we hope the following 
perspectives help you understand what we believe may be on the horizon and how serious we 
believe these things to be.
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At the highest level, the Federal Reserve has three functions: to provide an effective payment 
system for the U.S., regulate banking operations, and conduct monetary policy.

When conducting monetary policy, the Fed is tasked with supporting “maximum employment, 
stable prices, and moderate long-term interest rates.” 

As it works to uphold its monetary policy goal, one of the indicators monitored by the Fed is the 
overall level of consumer prices, which helps it determine whether to adjust interest rates. 

The Fed has stated that it’s comfortable with inflation in the 2% range.

This line graph shows the Core Consumer Price Index (Core CPI) over the past 50 years. 

The Core CPI tracks what urban consumers pay for a specific group of goods. 

This measurement doesn’t include energy or food because those prices are often volatile. 

Some economists use this measure to track inflation. 

As you can see in the last ticks on the chart, the pandemic’s influence on inflation trends was 
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dramatic but not unprecedented. 

For example, when most states were urging residents to stay at home in May 2020, Energy 
CPI dropped 18.9%. 

This deceleration in inflation did reverse in the first half of 2021, especially as the economy 
opened up, as pent-up consumer demand and supply chain constraints sent prices higher. 

Inflation worries have crept into the market, and while we believe it is temporary these fears do 
tend to cause fleeting ripples nonetheless.

Source: 
J.P. Morgan Asset Management, April 30, 2021 
https://am.jpmorgan.com/us/en/asset-management/adv/insights/market-insights/guide-to-the-
markets/
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So far, 2021 has been characterized by higher valuations and rising earnings 
estimates, which has allowed the equity market to trend higher during the first half of 
the year. 

Stock prices based on current forward P/E ratios still look elevated, although they 
have come in somewhat as earnings have played catch-up, as can be seen in the 
chart above. 

Earnings are likely to continue to grow quickly in the remainder of the year, which 
should lead to further compression in these ratios. 

Relatively low interest rates likely justify some elevated values above their historical 
averages. 

However, higher inflation, corporate taxes, and wage pressures will likely put further 
pressure on equity valuations within the next few years.  

Source: FactSet, FRB, Robert Shiller, Standard & Poor’s, Thomson Reuters, J.P. Morgan Asset Management. Price-
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to-earnings is price divided by consensus analyst estimates of earnings per share for the next 12 months as provided 
by IBES since June 1996,and J.P. Morgan Asset Management for 6/30/21. Current next 12-months consensus 
earnings estimates are $200. Average P/E and standard deviations are calculated using 25 years of IBES history. 
Shiller’s P/E uses trailing 10-years of inflation-adjusted earnings as reported by companies. Dividend yield is 
calculated as the next 12-months consensus dividend divided by most recent price. Price-to-book ratio is the price 
divided by book value per share. Price-to-cash flow is price divided by NTM cash flow. EY minus Baa yield is the 
forward earnings yield (consensus analyst estimates of EPS over the next 12 months divided by price) minus the 
Moody’s Baa seasoned corporate bond yield. Std. dev. over-/under-valued is calculated using the average and 
standard deviation over 25 years.
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I’ll start this slide by telling you the punchline: TAXES MAY CHANGE THE MARKETS 
PATH, BUT NOT ITS DIRECTION. 

Federal spending is generally funded by taxes or debt, and the Biden administration 
plans to raise taxes to help pay for the Build Back Better initiative. 

President Biden has proposed increasing taxes on both corporations and wealthier 
households, including an increase in the capital gains tax (the tax on investment 
profits). 

Markets so far have taken the proposed changes in stride, due to expectations that 
the proposed tax increases will be reduced during negotiations and that the economy 
will be strong enough to absorb the impact. 

The Tax Cut and Jobs Act (TCJA), signed into law by former President Trump in 
December 2017, reduced the top tax rate on corporations from 35%, where it had 
been since 1993, to 21%. 
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The top U.S. statutory corporate tax rate had not been under 30% since the 1940s 
prior to the TCJA. 

There were also other structural reforms included, such as changes to the way U.S. 
corporate profits from abroad are taxed in an attempt to make U.S. companies more 
competitive. 

President Biden has proposed increasing the corporate tax rate to 28%, but that 
should be viewed as a bargaining position and we believe the more likely outcome is 
that we see the rate end up closer to 25%. 

The negative news for markets is that corporate earnings growth will take an 
approximately proportional direct hit. 

Since the stock market is fundamentally driven by earnings, the tax impact will likely 
be a headwind for equity markets. 

On the positive side, this move has been anticipated for quite some time and should 
not be much of a surprise to markets. 

Further, excluding the rate introduced by the TCJA, this will still be the lowest tax rate 
in about 70 years. 

Historically, markets have absorbed higher corporate tax rates, although with below-
average returns.

While we don’t think higher rates would be retroactive, they could take away some of 
the momentum from recent upside surprises in earnings growth that we’ve seen so far 
in 2021 and contribute to a choppier market. 

Proposed tax provisions to raise funds for Build Back Better on the household side 
include increasing the top tax rate on ordinary income to 39.6% from 37%, and capital 
gains and taxes on those who earn more than $1 million to a maximum of 43.4% from 
the current 23.8%. 

Fun statistic: Only 0.32% of the population makes more than $1 million a year, so the 
truth is this won’t impact the other 99.68% of the population.
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Looking at history, capital gains taxes did increase in 1986 and 2013, but the 
economy was on a firm footing, compared with the 1970s hikes, which saw an 
economy marred by higher inflation and sluggish growth. 

Not surprisingly, the two more recent hikes saw solid stock market performance, while 
the 1970s hikes didn’t.

Is it as simple as how the economy is doing? 

Policy matters, but broader economic trends matter more. 

If we see a capital gains tax increase, we do expect some investors may rotate out of 
equities and seek more tax-friendly opportunities—but at the cost of accelerating 
capital gains. 

Long-term investors may simply wait out the new rate, on expectations that it may be 
changed again by a subsequent administration. 
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Looking at pullbacks (5-10% decline) and corrections (10-20% decline) during the 
second years of historical bull markets, we can get an idea of the type of volatility the 
stock market might experience in the second half of 2021 or early in 2022. 

The average maximum drawdown for the index during those two-year-old bull 
markets has been about 10%. In the second year of the 2009 bull market, the index 
corrected about 17%. 

Given the jolts from the reopening and the stimulus still working its way through the 
economy, pullbacks may be short lived and corrections less severe. 

Inflation that proves longer lasting than the Fed expects, which could drive interest 
rates sharply higher, ranks at the top of the list of potential causes of a correction.

Tax increases, COVID-19 spread outside the U.S., and geopolitics are among other 
possible bumps in the road.
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So after looking at the S&P Performance so far this year, let's go back to what the projections were for 2021 

at the end of last year.

This slide shows several projections shared at the end of 2020. If it looks familiar, we first showed in our May 

meeting when the S&P 500 was at 4,204. Let's remember the S&P 500 ended 2020 at 3,756. . 
Many market watchers also felt coming into the year that the market would see its biggest gains early as 
economic activity and corporate earnings picked up. 

The second half of the year was more of a question mark. So let's look at the updated forecasts for 2021.

Source: CNBC.com, December 21, 2020 https://www.cnbc.com/market-strategist-survey-cnbc/
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This slide summaries some of the recent forecasts for the S&P 500.  As you can see, most of them have 

revised their numbers upward, and a few have predicted a sizable correction by the end of the year.

So what does this slide tell us?  As we mentioned earlier, predicting where the S&P 500 will end up is always 

challenging, even half-way through the year and even now, there's no clear consensus on where the market 

will be at the end of 2021.

It’s worth repeating that the S&P 500 Composite Index is an unmanaged index that is generally considered 

representative of the U.S. stock market. Index performance is not indicative of the past performance of a 

particular investment. Past performance does not guarantee future results. Individuals cannot invest directly 

in an index. And the return and principal value of stock prices will fluctuate as market conditions change. 

Shares, when sold, may be worth more or less than their original cost."

Source: Reuters: https://www.reuters.com/article/us-
goldmansachs-markets-research/sp-500-should-hit-
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4700-by-end-2021-goldman-sachs-analysts-

idUSKBN2F61BP

Source: Bloomberg.com
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2021-08-
06/bofa-s-carey-hall-seeing-sell-signal-as-stock-bulls-

move-ahead

Source: Wells Fargo 2021 Midyear Outlook Report
https://www08.wellsfargomedia.com/assets/pdf/person
al/investing/investment-

institute/2021_Midyear_Outlook_ADA.pdf

Source: Markets Insider
https://markets.businessinsider.com/news/stocks/sp-
500-outlook-correction-by-year-end-morgan-stanley-cio-

2021-6
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Source: LPL Weekly Commentary
https://www.lpl.com/news-media/research-
insights/weekly-market-commentary/corporate-

america-does-it-again.html

Source: Markets Insider
https://markets.businessinsider.com/news/stocks/stock-
market-outlook-jpmorgan-raises-sp500-price-target-

economic-growth-2021-7

Source: First Trust Monday Morning Outlook
https://www.ftportfolios.com/Commentary/EconomicR

esearch/2021/7/12/4,500or-higher

Source: Seeking Alpha

https://seekingalpha.com/news/3
727361-credit-suisse-sees-sp-
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5000-for-2022-goldman-cuts-10-
year-forecast
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Tuning out headline noise while managing your finances is not always easy. 

However, wise investing involves more than reacting to headlines that may 
discuss consumer sentiment or geopolitical developments.

For investing opportunities, one approach is to stay focused on fundamentals 
like a company’s earnings or economic data.

Let’s wrap up with some reality checks on the strength of the foundation we 
are sitting on.
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We’ve gone over a lot today, and if you remember just one detail from our presentation, we 
hope it is this: emotions have no place in investing. 

Market corrections are a normal part of market cycles. We saw a vivid and compressed 
illustration of this between March and May 2020! 

This chart shows the intra-year lows each year, going back to 1980 in yellow, with annual 
returns shown in gray. In 2020, we experienced a 34 percent decline, intra-year, even though 
we ended a very volatile year with a 16 percent gain. 

Volatility can be uncomfortable, but it is normal. Managing your emotions during good times is 
just as important. Ultimately, taking a long-term view of the markets is essential when pursuing 
your long-term goals. 

If you ever feel concerned or want to understand what’s happening, lean on us for support. We 
are here for you—and we want to help you make the most of your financial life. 

Source: 
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J.P. Morgan Asset Management, April 30, 2021 
https://am.jpmorgan.com/us/en/asset-management/adv/insights/market-insights/guide-to-the-
markets/
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This slide shows why it’s important to “tune out the noise” and focus on your time horizon, risk 
tolerance, and goals. 

If we look at the past 15 years, we can see the danger of missing some of the market’s best 
days. As the chart illustrates, a $10,000 investment on January 2, 2006, would have increased 
to more than $41,000 by the end of 2020. 

Had an investor been out of the market and missed just 10 of the best days during this period, 
that investment would be worth less than half as much ($18,829). If an investor missed just 20 
of the best days during this 15-year period, they would have had an annualized rate of return of 
less than one percent. Miss 30 or more of the best days, and an investor would lose money.

Investors who sell stocks in response to difficult market conditions often miss those all-
important “best days” because they often occur when everything seems so negative.

The S&P 500 Composite Index is an unmanaged index that is generally considered 
representative of the U.S. stock market. Index performance is not indicative of the past 
performance of a particular investment. Past performance does not guarantee future results. 
Individuals cannot invest directly in an index. Keep in mind that the return and principal value 
of stock prices will fluctuate as market conditions change, and shares, when sold, may be 
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worth more or less than their original cost.

Source: 

Putnam Investments, 2021
https://www.putnam.com/literature/pdf/II508-d206c267bdc67daad04ae51e1e47a6d4.pdf
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We cannot deny that the foundation the markets have built on for many years has resulted  in the secular 
bull market we continue to be in.

What exactly does that mean and why is it important?

In a nutshell, a secular market is a market environment that is driven by factors that could be or have 
been in place for many years.

These factors cause the price of stocks or a specific asset class to rise and fall over a long period of 
time.

In a secular bull market, positive conditions such as low-interest rates and strong corporate earnings 
push stock prices higher.

Why is this important? Well if we look at the chart we can see that we’ve been in a secular bull market for 
a while.

On top of that, long term trends in the market show that in this secular bull market Covid is 
but a blip on the screen.

Like I’ve said before, the rapidity with which we entered a recovery period after the initial 
drop in the markets in March 2020, will always be astounding. We learned to be agile in 
healthcare, fiscal and monetary policy, working and living conditions, and more.
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And now, just 15 months later we are still recovering well and indicators and historical 
numbers among other data points show that we will continue to recover and markets will 
continue to grow into the end of the year.

Additional Sources: https://www.advisorperspectives.com/dshort/updates/2021/07/02/a-perspective-on-
secular-bull-and-bear-markets
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THIS ECONOMIC CYCLE IS ONLY ON ITS FIRST LAP!

Since World War II, economic expansions have lasted an average of five years, with the four most recent 
cycles going even longer.

Before the pandemic, the most recent expansion was the longest ever at 11 years, and might have gone 
on even longer if COVID-19 hadn’t struck.

However, this cycle may not continue on as long as the last one, considering this wasn’t your average 
recession.

Because the recession last year was likely the shortest ever, and the economy was supported by historic 
stimulus, some imbalances weren’t worked off like we tend to see in a normal recession.

Corporate debt levels remain high, supported by low interest rates, and stock valuations never really 
reset.

The good news is this new cycle of growth probably has enough going for it to be at least average, which 
would still give it another four years.

And there’s nothing wrong with being average!
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We’ve gone through a lot of information here, and I’m sure many of you still 
have lingering questions. 

Remember, if you’re wondering something, it's more than likely that someone 
else in the audience is too. 

So, let me know how I can help.
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Thanks so much for your time today! 

We hope you learned a lot of good information and feel confident in where we are in the 
markets, economy, and recovery.

As always, we love to hear from you so don’t hesitate to reach out to us.

Don’t forget that we provide weekly video updates where you can see what we are thinking in 
real time; and don’t forget to follow us on social media. 

Again, thank you all for coming.
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